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in the south, insisted ; the Fanos were enrolled and offered
pay.
Desta marched towards Dolo, moving his headquarters
a third of the way to Filtu. Most of his men were moved
forward on his right wing on the Dawa Parma, for he wished
to threaten the extreme left of Graziani on the Kenya
frontier. He himself held the higher land between the rivers.
On his left one of the Fitoraris moved under the palms of
the Ganale Doria. Dedjaz Bayenna Mared of Bale com-
bined with the Fitorari's left wing to man the post of Lama-
Shillindi, some eighty kilometres north of Dolo on the Web
Gestro, third of the great palm-invested tributaries of the
Juba.
Concealment being the main principle of Desta's advance,
the presence of two Red Cross units with their innumerable
emblems and copious ground-signs seriously embarrassed
him. The Ethiopian Field Unit under a Canadian mission-
ary doctor Hooper was therefore kept at Negelli and the
large Swedish Unit No. I5 with an abounding material, was
carefully guided off to the Ganale Doria, where much the
weakest point of Desta's army lay and where he did not
wish to do more than hold the Italians.
At the time of the defeat of Anale, nobody knew where
Desta was. It was only known that he was moving.
Graziani was worried. He determined to make a personal
survey of the front which Desta might attack with ease—
because there was water all along it.
On November 12 he went up the Web Gestro to Waladaia,
some twenty kilometres north of Dolo. Next day he explored
the southern bank of the Dawa Parma from Dolo to Malka
Rie on the Kenya border. Dolo and Lug, the bases of
this line of defence were held now by Somali battalions.
A week later the method used at Tafere Katama was
tried out again on Lama Shillindi—the air attack in force,
followed by an infantry surprise. For Lama Shillindi in
the thorns near the Web Gestro marshes was the only
Ethiopian post which the Italians could place in November,
1935-
The surprise was complete. Graziani's mule column,
instead of travelling directly up river, where the Ethiopians

